From remaining B.T. all windthrown or logged-out stumps

I set a new cor. tree

A Hemlock 10" dia

mkd. T6S5R7 on NW
S8 on NE
R9W6S17 on SE
S10 on SW

This cor. tree is visible from Ray & Adams road about 1½ miles up road from juncture with Murphy's Road - cor. tree is spike topped and broken. Only green tree in vicinity.

In the presence of John S. Forrest and James G. Reid.

From remaining B.T. Stump in badly decayed condition called 50" fir S65°E 252 lbs, I set 1-⅛ iron pipe 5' long 2' in ground for ⅛ sec cor from which:

A spruce 40" dia bears S65°E 158.7' distant

mkd. ⅛ SET.

A spruce 41" dia. bears S4°E 102.1' distant

mkd. ⅛ SET.

This cor. is on fence cor. bearing S14°E from the Krists farm house on U.S. 101 highway between Hebo & Cloverdale. No substantial trees were available for proper designation of this cor so placed two sound trees in Sec 23 B.T. for Sec 24 is:

An alder 8' dia NW7°E 52.16' distant

mkd. ⅛ SET.

This tree in swamp clump of alder behind Krists house.

I set an iron pipe 5', long 2' in ground for cor. from which:

A spruce 3' dia bears N79°E 35' distant

mkd. T18S31

No other trees to be had for witnessing. The two G.L.O. witnesses remain but in an advanced state of deterioration.

Several alders were pruned up about 20' hi to the N & E of the cor. (In the presence of John S. Forrest and James G. Reid.)

From remaining B.T.'s a dead cedar NE

a live cedar NW

a live alder SW

I set an iron pipe 1-⅛ dia 5' long 2' in ground for the corner from which:

A cedar 8' dia bears N72°E 8' distant

mkd. T2S8R6 S 21 BT.

A red fir 20' dia bears S36°E 39' distant

mkd. T2S8R6 S 28 BT.

This corner is found to be some 1350' S & 600' odd feet E of the assumed position of 80 ch. south of the cor. to the N.

The cor. lies 1½ ch up on the south bank of a small creek running S 30° E.

In the presence of John S. Forrest, James G. Reid and Garth Cross.

This corner was completely logged over & all original witness trees together with corner post. were obliterated.

I reset this corner in place as witnessed by U.S.F.S. Location poster placed prior to logging & upon the statements of Mervin Whitmore, U.S.F.S., who found & posted the original corner & Mabry Ogles who owns the land and was present at the corner prior to the logging.

I set 1-⅛ iron pipe 5' long 2-⅛ in ground for sec cor from which:

A hemlock 23' dia bears S8°W 18.5' distant

mkd. T5S9R1W S 15 BT

A hemlock stump 25' dia bears S60°E 35.8' distant

mkd. T5S9R1W S 14 BT

In the presence of John S. Forrest and James G. Reid. (On a page that seems to have been torn or annotated in the margin.)